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11. Projection Operator Approach·
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For a model system consisting of bilinearly coupled harmonic oscillators and pseudo
spins, a generalized Langevin equation for the oscillator subsystem, valid for general
spatial dimensionality and interaction range, is derived exactly, using Mori's projection
operator technique. The retarded friction kernel is derived to second order in the spin
oscillator interaction constant. It is shown that for a one-dimensional model system
treated in an earlier paper, the oscillator susceptibility predicted by this approximation, is
identical to the susceptibility obtained then by a phenomenological Langevin equation
approach.

Introduction

Several physical systems capable of undergoing struc
tural phase transitions, are adequately described as
consisting of binary pseudospins, linearly coupled to
harmonic oscillators [1-4]. In a previous paper [4],
hereafter referred to as I, we constructed a theory for
the stochastic dynamics of a one-dimensional system of
this kind, based on a phenomenological generalized
Langevin equation for the oscillator coordinates.
In this paper we use Mori's projection operator tech
nique to derive exactly a generalized Langevin equa
tion for the oscillators, starting from the Liouville
equation of the total system. This Langevin equation is
valid also for spatial dimensionalities higher than one,
as well as for more general spin-oscillator interactions
and spin dynamics than used in I. The random force
and retarded friction are derived to first and second
order, respectively, in the spin-oscillator interaction.
In I we treated explicitly the special ·case of a one
dimensional chain with spins and oscillators placed
interchangeably; each spin interacting only with its
nearest neighbor oscillators. This arrangement gives
rise to a nearest-neighbor effective spin-spin interac
tion; and we used a single flip Glauber model [10] to
describe the spin dynamics. For this special case, we
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show that the oscillator susceptibility predicted by. the
present low-order approximation to the projection
operator result, is identical to the one obtained in I.

Model System

The model consists of independent one-component
harmonic oscillators of fundamental frequency Wo and
mass m, coupled linearly to independent Ising pseudo
spins which are in thermal contact with a heat bath. The
pseudospins are symmetric under time reversal. The
oscillators and spins are placed on a rigid reference
lattice of unit lattice constant. In reciprocal space the
Hamiltonian is

H= ~ {2
1
m P( -q)P(q)+tmw~ X( -q)X(q)

-1(q)X( -q)S(q)}+H1(S(q». (1)

The first two terms describe non-interacting phonons
with zero spatial dispersion, and the third one describes
the spin-phonon coupling. The last term represents the
spin-bath interaction, which is assumed to induce
single, instantaneous flips of localized spins. S(q) de-
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Dynamics

We now choose X(q) and P(q) as the relevant variables,
orthogonal under the temperature dependent scalar'
product

where the asterisk represents Hermitean conjugation,
and the angular brackets denote a thermal equilibrium
average. This choice of scalar product is the one best
suited for the study of equilibrium fluctuations in the
classical limit. The normalization relations are

notes the set of spin variables S(q) for all q in the first
Brillouin zone.
It is simple to introduce dispersion into the model, but
as we are primarily interested in the effect of the spin
oscillator coupling, we shall restrict our attention to the
model defined above.

Projection Operator Formalism

First we give a sketch of those elements of the
projection operator formalism [5-7] which we shall use
to derive the susceptibility of the oscillator system.
In the Hilbert space of dynamical variables of a
physical system we choose a subspace of relevant
variables A j' orthogonal under a scalar product:

(AIB)=<A* B),

(P(q')IP(q)) =bqq.<p2 (q) =bqq , mkT,

(X(q')1 X(q)) = bqq , <X2 (q),

(10)

(11)

(12)

(A1IA)=(A1IAJbij· (2) introducing the shorthand notation

The projector onto the relevant subspace is defined by B2 (q)=B( -q)B(q) (13)

where [ , ] is the commutator in quantum mechanics,
or i h times the Poisson bracket in classical mechanics,
is equivalent to Mori's generalized Langevin equation,

. is the projector onto its orthogonal complement. It can
then be shown that the Liouville equation (or any
relevant variable Ait) in the Heisenberg picture,

f/'B= LAiAjIAj)-I(AjIB)
j

for all variables B, while

~=I-f/'

(3)

(4)

(5)

for any function B(q). The projector f/' is in accordance
with (3) expressed by

f/'B = ~ {P{q) <p2 (q) - 1<P( -q) B)

+X(q)<X2 (q) -I <X( -q)B)}. (14)

Equations (6)-(9) easily yield the equation of motion for
X(q, t),

X(q, t) =m- 1 P( -q, t), (15)

which of course agrees with (5).
Concerning the equations of motion for P(q, t), it is
easily seen the all the renormalized frequencies (7)
vanish, except for

where the last equality defines the renormalized fre
quency .Q2(q). Here we have used (5) and introduced the
displaced oscillator coordinates

Here'

iWij=(Ajli~AiHAjIAj)-1

are renormalized frequencies,

J;(t) = e~i:Zt ~ i~Ai

(6)

(7)

(8)

iWp(q)x(q')=<X( _q') i~P(q)<X2(q') -1

= - b _qq' mw~<X(q) X( - q) <X2 (q) - 1

== - b _qq' m .Q2( -q),

X(q, t) = X(q, t) - I(q) S(q; t)/m w~.

(16)

(17)

As shown in I, these represent the deviation of the
oscillator system from the displaced potential mini
mum defined by the spin configuration. As S(q, t), like
X(q, t), is symmetric under time reversal, X(q, t) also has
definite time reversal symmetry.
To first order in the spin-oscillator coupling the
random force is, as shown in Appendix A, given by

are random forces caused by processes in the ortho
gonal subspace, and

(9)

are retarded friction kernels. Equation (9) is a fluc
tuation-dissipation theorem of the second kind [11].
Here we have introduced the notation A1==Ai(t=0),
which we shall use from now on. fp(q)(t) = I( -q) ~S( -q, t) +0(12). (18)
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By Equations (9) and (11) the non-vanishing friction
kernel is then in the same approximation

This is shown in Appendix B. Combining with (16) we
obtain

/'P(q)P(q.)(t) = b_qq.12(q)(mk T)- I <!2S( -q, t) !2S(q)

=b_qq.r( -q, t), (19)

where the last equality defines the retarded friction
kernel r(q, t). The equation of motion for P(q, t) is thus
by (6)

P(q,t)= -mQ2(-q)X(-q,t)

(25)

(27)

<XC -q)X(q) =kTlmw~,

which by (17) is equivalent to

mw~<X2(q) +1( -q)<S( -q) X(q) =kT. (26)

Now we can express <X2(q), Q2(q) and r(q, t) in terms
of k T, <X( -q) S(q, t) and <Se -q) S(q, t). Using (17)
and (26), we have

<X 2(q) =(m W~)-l [k T +l(q)<X( -q) S(q)

+ 12(q)<S2(q)/m w~].
(20)

t

- Jr( -q, t-r)P( -q, r)dr+ fp(qi t).
o

Combining with the equation of motion (15) for X(q, t)
and expressing fp(qit) by (18), we get the second order
equation of motion

where F(q, t) is an external force 'acting on the oscil
lators. Temporal Laplace transform yields the wave
vector- and frequency dependent susceptibility of the
oscillator system:

Equations (25) and (27) in (16) yield

(30)<X( -q)S(q, t) =0+0(12),

2

Q2(q) = Wo , (28)
1+l(q) <X( -q)S(q) + 1

2
(q) <S2()

kT mw~kT q

and using (4), (14) and (17) in (19), expressing Q2(q) by
(28), we have

r(q, t) = 12(~~2~q) <Se -q) S(q, t)
m Wo

- w~iq
) ( 1-Q~~q)) <X( -q) S(q, t). (29)

Q2(q) as given by (28) is exact, but by (18), (29) holds
only to second order in 1. In Appendix C we show that
the displaced oscillator and spin systems are un
correllated to first order in 1;

(21)

(23)

where

00

B[q,w] = JB(q,t)eiwtdt
o

=m- 1 1(q)!2S(q, t)+F(q, t),

t

X(q, t) + Jr(q, t - r) X(q, r) dr + Q2(q) X(q, t)
o

for any variable B(q, t), and X is defined by

<X[q,W]) = X[q,w] F[q,w] (23 a)

which by (26) is equivalent to

<X2(q) = k Tlm w~+0(13). (31)

to first order in F. Equations (21) and (22) differ from
their counterparts in I, (1-10) and (1-12), in that the
fundamental oscillator frequency w~, is substituted by
the renormalized frequency Q2(q), and that the random
noise is not proportional to S(q, t), but rather to the
component of S(q, t) orthogonal to the relevant sub
space. Consequently the definition ofr differs from that
ofthe friction kernel in I. We shall, however, show that
for the special case treated in I, X[q, w] as given by (22)
is, to second order in the spin-spin coupling, identical to
the susceptibility arrived at then.
When the oscillator susceptibility has the form (22), the
following relation is a consequence of the thermody
namic sum rule [8, 9]:

(24)

The equivalence is a consequence of the thermody
namic sum rule. In I this was not realized, and (30) and
(31) were introduced as independent assumptions. Equa
tion (30) yields

Q2(q)=W~ [1 +m~~~T<S2(q) rI +0(13) (28a)

and

The susceptibility (22) with Q2 and r given by (28a) and
(29 a), is thus correct to second order in the spin
oscillator interaction, and it holds for general in
teraction ranges and spatial dimensions.
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Special Case

In order to compare our results with those obtained in
I, we consider a spin-bath interaction H'(S(q)), which
produces a spin dynamics described by a Glauber
model [10] where the spins are coupled by the effective
spin-spin interaction [1-4]

J(q)=J2(q)/mw~. (32)

which is identical to the result obtained in I. The poles
can be found exactly, and describe a dynamics with one
central peak and two damped, phonon-likeresonances
[4].

Conclusion

where the phenomenological constant A. is the spin flip
rate at infinite temperature,

r[8'q w]=w2 K(8;q) 1
, , 0 1+K(8;q) 2A.C((8;q)-iw' (37)

where 8 is written explicitly as an argument, and
r[8;q,w] is defined by (23).

K(8 ;q) =(1 +cos q) {C((8; q). 8· cosh 8- 1
} - 1 (38)

<X( _q)s(2n)(q) *0,

<X( -q) s(2n+ 1) (q) =0,

(A.l)

From the Liouville equation of the total spin-oscillator
system in contact with a heat bath, we have derived the
exact Mori's generalized Langevin equation. Except for
the detailed dynamics of the spin system, our results are
valid for general spatial dimensionality and interaction
range.
The results obtained in I, which are similar to those
obtained by irreversible thermodynamics, except for a
multiplicative factor in the spin relaxation rate, have
been shown correct to second order in the spin
oscillator interaction.
We have also shown that to first order in the in
teraction, the displaced oscillator and spin systems are
uncorrelated.
Our results indicate that both the irreversible thermo
dynamics and phenomenological Langevin equation
results should be considered as second order approxi~

mations to the exact linear response result, formally
given by Mori's generalized Langevin equation.

where

Appendix A

<P( -q) S(2 n l (q) =0,

<P( _q)s(2n+ 1)(q) *0,

Derivation of ( 18)

By the time reversal symmetries of X, P and S, the
simultaneous crosscorrelation functions obey

(34)

(33)

(35)

is a dimensionless temperature, and

8=kT/l(rr/2)

C((8;q)= 1+(tgh 8- 1)cosq _

expresses the change in relaxation rate caused by the
spin-spin interaction. The upper sign is for the fer
romagnetic, and the lower for the antiferromagnetic
case.
With <S( -q)S(q, t) expressed by (33), (28a) and (29a)
yield

.Ql(8;q)=wH1 +K(8;q)r l (36)

and

In the case of a one-dimensional system where spins
and oscillators are placed interchangeably; each spin
interacting only with its nearest neighbor oscillators,
J(q) describes a nearest-neighbor effective spin-spin
interaction. Then the spin-spin correlation function
may be found exactly:

<S( -q)S(q,t) exp( -2.h(8;q~ltl),
C((8;q) cosh 8 1

(A.2)

and ne{O, 1,2, ... }.
The random force in the equation ofmotion for P(q, t) is
thus, using (5), (14) and (A.l) in (8):

fp(q)(t) = e.2i2t fl i!f'P(q)

=e.2i2t fl[ -mw~X(-q)+J( -q)S( -q)]

=J( _q)e.2i2t[S( -q)-X( -q)<X(q)S( -q)

. <X 2 (q) -1]. (A.3)

W 3 +i 2 A. C( w2- w~ W - i w~ 2 A. C(/(1+K) ,

(39)

X[8;q,w]

is proportional to the spin correlation function of the
static Ising model.
r[8;q,w] is generally analytic on the real frequency
axis, in contrast to the friction kernel derived in I. The
role of the pole in the friction kernel at W = ° is,
however, taken over by the renormalization (36) of the
oscillator frequency. Inserting.Q2 and r as given by (36)
and (37) into the susceptibility (22), we obtain

-m- l (w+i2A.C()
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The last term in the bracket is AppendixB

00 (!l i IR t'f P( - q)
e~/!t't X(q)=X(q)+ L , t!l--=X(q),

11=0 (n+ 1). m
(AA)

Derivation of (24)

The static oscillator correlation can be expressed as

while for the first term,

00

e.!/!t'tS(q)=S(q)+ L (!liIRt)"S(q)jnL
11=1

(A5)
where

(B.1)

We prove ny induction that
+00

C[q,wJ = J (X( -q)X(q, t»eiwt dt. (B.2)

(!l i IR)" S(q)=!lSIII'(q) +0(1): (A.6)
-00

Assume (A6) holds for some n. (A6) is equivalent to'

(!l i IR)" S(q)

=~III(q)_P(q)(P( _q)SIII'(q» (P2(q» -1

-X(q)(X( _q)S"'(q» (X2(q» -1 +0(1),

By the classical fluctuation-dissipation theorem

wC[q,wJ= 2kTX" [q,wJ,

we thus have

(X 2(q)=kT +( X"[q,wJ dw=kTX [q,O].
1t -00 W

(B.3)

(BA)

which implies
As X[q,wJ is given by (22), this is equivalent to

(!l i IR)"+ 1 S(q)=!l[~II+ 1'(q)+(mw~ X( -q)

-I( -q)S( _q»(P( _q)~II'(q»(p2(q»-1

_m- 1 P( -q)(X( _q)SIIII(q» (X2(q» -1 +O(l)J,

whenever r[q,wJ is analytic at w=O.

(B.5)

equivalent to

(!l i IR)II+ 1S(q)=!l[~1I+ ll(q)

-I( -q)S( -q)(P( _q) SIII'(q» (P2(q» -1 +O(l)J,

Appendix C

Derivation of (30)

or The crosscorrelation function

(A.7) (X( -q) S(q, t» == Tr e- PH X( -q)S(q, t)jTr e- PH (C.l)

(A.6) holds for n = 1, and thus by induction. By (AI), all
the higher order terms in I(q) cannot vanish. (A5) now
yields

is to first order in the spin-oscillator coupling given by

Here Tr denotes the trace or phase-space integral, f3
= 1jk T, and H is the Hamiltonian (1). The unperturbed
thermal average is

(C.3)

(C.2)- (X( -q')S(q'»oJ +0(12).

(X( -q) S(q, t» = (X( -q)S(q, t»o

+ f3LI( -q')[(X(q')S( -q') X( -q) S(q, t»o
q'

(A8)

(A.9)

00

e.!i!t't S(q)=S(q)+!l L SIII'(q)t"jn! +0(1)
11=1

=&lS(q)+!lS(q, t)+O(l).

(AA) and (A8) in (A3) yield

fpltI,(t)=I( -q)[&lS( -q)+!lS( -q,t)

-Xi -q)(X(q)S( _q»(X2(q»-1 +O(l)J,

or equivalently where Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian,

fPlq,(t)=I( -q)!lS( -q,t)+O(l2). (A.10) Ho=H + LI(q)X( -q)S(q).
q

(CA)
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<.f( -q)S(q, t»o = -(mm~)-l I( -q)<S( -q) S(q, t»o'
(C6)

In the unperturbed ensemble the spin- and oscillator
subsystems are stochastically independent, so

<X( -q) S(q, t)o = 0

for all times. Using (17) for .f(q) we thus have
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